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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a virtual reality for vocational rehabilitation (VR4VR) system for individuals with disabilities is presented. VR4VR aims to enable job coaches to use immersive virtual environments to inexpensively and safely assess and train the job skills of individuals with disabilities. Several key system requirements and challenges are discussed, including the need for virtual “distractor” stimuli to observe user behavior in unexpected situations, the need to make the virtual experience and 3D user interfaces adapt to the specific disabilities of the user, and the challenges in maintaining senses of presence and copresence, especially in individuals with cognitive disabilities. In this work, the chosen population includes individuals with autism spectrum disorder, traumatic brain injury and severe mobility impairment. Using virtual reality enables safe immersion of potential employees in a range of scenarios they may encounter, long before they encounter them in a real job.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The US Census Bureau [1] reports about 54.4 million Americans have some form of disability, 34.9 million, or 64%, have severe disabilities. From the perspective of “working”, any kind of disability that causes an individual to have difficulty finding or maintaining a job is defined to be severe. Another view suggests that if readily available therapeutic techniques can remove the disability problems, it is considered to be non-severe while otherwise it is considered to be severe [2].

Only 17.8% of these individuals were employed in 2012 while this rate was 63.9% for individuals without disabilities [3]. However, over 66% of unemployed individuals with disabilities stated that they would like to be working [4]. Being employed is an important factor in high quality of life since it provides both a sense of self-achievement and economic independence [5, 6]. This work aims to use virtual reality to inexpensively improve access to high quality job assessment and training, and ultimately, help more individuals with severe disabilities gain employment.

The low unemployment rate among individuals with disabilities stems from multiple factors. Some disabilities specifically impair skills needed for a specific job. For example, cognitive disabilities are often associated with decreased concentration and comprehension [7, 8]. Others are associated with difficulty in coping with changes in the environment and deviations from the routine [7]. Another contributing factor is that employers may have prejudice about challenges and disturbances they think employees with disabilities may cause [9, 10]. The two factors mentioned above, prejudice and skill limitations, further contribute to discouragement and a lower sense of self-efficacy and confidence. These factors make some individuals with disabilities reluctant to even seek opportunities to join the workforce resulting in work aversion [11, 12].

Job training plays a crucial role in decreasing the effects of these negative factors. With proper job training, individuals with disabilities can fulfill assigned tasks properly, and employers can realize that their concerns are baseless. However, providing good training for individuals with disabilities requires access to real job sites that employers might be hesitant to provide. Even if an employer provides access to a job site, trainees may still encounter dangers. For example, depending on the nature of the disability, a kitchen environment with sharp knives, hot surfaces and liquids could be inherently risky. As an alternative to on-site training, we propose an innovative virtual reality system for vocational rehabilitation of individuals with disabilities for safe assessment and training.

The aim of the proposed system is to provide an effective vocational rehabilitation service by providing a virtual environment to assess and train individuals with severe disabilities and underserved groups in a safe, adaptable and motivating environment. The system also enables job coaches to determine the most suitable job for them by providing a broad range of tasks in different environments. The system is designed to cater to three types of disabilities: autism spectrum disorder (ASD), traumatic brain injury (TBI) and severe mobility impairment (SMI) such as stroke or spinal cord injury patients. These groups were chosen because of the prevalence of the disability and possible benefits to the group that can be gained from such a system.

The most distinctive novelty of the proposed system is using immersive virtual reality (VR) for job training. This allows for easily changing virtual environments (VEs), which would otherwise be costly and labor intensive. The major advantages of using virtual reality can be listed as: (1) the ease of real time adaptation to the specific needs of the user; (2) the ability to simulate a wide range of scenarios; (3) making it possible to apply significant distractions such as lighting and arguments with coworkers as many times as desired with different intensities, but without causing any physical damage; (4) finding job alternatives that are suitable for the trainee rapidly; (5) automated assessment and training data collection and trainee progress tracking; (6) safety to the trainee; (7) repetitive training; (8) using real time intervening prompt aids that are designed specifically for the user’s disability such as pictographs, flowcharts and guiding animations for some cognitive disabilities; (9) a motivating training medium designed with gamification principles to remove the stress of training in a real job environment.

This paper focuses on a detailed description of the VR4VR system today. A preliminary version of our system at its early
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stages can be found in [13]. In addition, [14] discusses the challenges of designing effective training environments for individuals with disabilities for whom previously proven 3D user interfaces (3DUIs) may be ineffective. The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 discusses related work. Sections 3-5 provide a general system overview followed by more detailed explanations of significant system components such as environments, tasks, job coach’s control panel, distractors, assessment and outcomes. Section 6 concludes the paper and offers directions for future work.

2 RELATED WORK

Few studies on usage of virtual reality for learning/training and gaming focus on individuals with disabilities. Finkelstein et al’s Astrojumper is a virtual reality system to provide children with autism an encouraging way to exercise [15]. Although this work constitutes a good example of designing virtual interactions for individuals with disabilities, the work only focuses on exergaming for children with autism.

Most of the recent studies center upon providing prompts that aid individuals with cognitive disabilities in completing assigned job tasks. Chang et al. proposed a virtual reality system for prompting individuals with cognitive disabilities using Kinect [16]. The study specifically focuses on assisting individuals in food preparation training. Tracking only hand and wrist joints limits the study to tasks that are performed in a fixed location on a table. Some previous works utilized palm size computers for prompting, such as Chang et al’s context aware vocational prompting system that uses palmtop computers and Bluetooth beacons [17]. The work constitutes a good example of using emerging technology for real time user specific prompting, but it uses real job environments for user training. Finding these physical areas and creating training scenarios are labor-intensive and time consuming, which is one of the aspects of real life vocational training that we aim to address.

Some works use more conventional methods to provide learning for individuals with disabilities, such as Mechling and Ortega-Hurndon’s work in which computer based video instructions are employed for teaching job tasks to individuals with intellectual disabilities [18]. Although this work provides effective learning for individuals with disabilities, more immersive virtual environments involving 3DUIs may be more effective. It will give the user the opportunity to have hands-on experience performing a wide range of different realistic scenarios in a virtual environment.

Apart from these previous works, our system is novel in using immersive 3D virtual interactions for job training that are designed considering specific needs of each group of disability separately. A significant contribution of the proposed system is the use of a Head Mounted Display (HMD) combined with motion tracking to enable realistic immersive scenarios involving both tangible and virtual interaction in different job environments. Another significant contribution is the integration and use of an affordable state of the art robotic technology, Baxter Robot, to enhance object manipulation capabilities of individuals with physical disabilities.

3 TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF VIRTUAL REALITY FOR VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SYSTEM

VR4VR system is designed to be adaptable to the varying needs of a range of disability groups. This section describes technical components of our system such as hardware components and implementation.

3.1 System Components

Motion Tracking: A motion tracker that recognizes movements of the user via retro-reflective markers and surrounding cameras are used for individuals who would not be irritated by wearing bands with markers on their hands. For other individuals, Microsoft Kinect [19] is used to track movements without any physical contact.

Display: An HMD that enables the user to see the virtual environment is used for individuals who would not be irritated by having their vision isolated from real world. For other individuals, wearing an HMD may create a sense of being trapped or bothered. In these cases, the display is projected onto a large curved screen.

Remote Control: A remote control interface is implemented on a tablet computer and used by the job coach to tailor the simulation to the user in real-time.

Virtual Assistive Robot: To enable individuals with severe mobility impairments to train for jobs that require mobility and object manipulation, we are integrating assistive virtual robots into the system. These include virtual versions of the Baxter robot [20] and a wheelchair mounted robotic arm [21]. We hypothesize that such virtual robots can be used to train individuals with disabilities to control real-world counterparts, the virtual Baxter robot will help users complete job tasks with complex movements, such as carrying boxes and making a bed, more efficiently. Control of the virtual robot will be customized to the unique needs of the user (e.g., via joysticks, brain-computer interfaces, tongue-based control, etc.). Forward kinematics and inverse kinematics will be integrated into the control system for easier manipulation. The user will be able to observe the interaction between the virtual robot and the environment in real time and will simulate the dynamic characteristics of the physical robot.

To enable tangible virtual interaction, we integrate both fixed physical elements (such as tables), and moveable objects (such as boxes) using infrared markers. A general view of the system with the usage of marker based optical motion tracking and HMD can be seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Practicing job tasks in a warehouse environment. The user wears a HMD to see the virtual environment. Motion tracking with infrared markers allows the user to interact with the virtual world using natural movements and physical objects.](image)

There are different advantages and disadvantages of various hardware components which entail a compromise on selecting which one to use. Using Microsoft Kinect for motion tracking has the advantage of touchless interaction. On the other hand, considering its technical capabilities and working principle, Microsoft Kinect is not expected to give as accurate results as an optical marker-based motion tracking system that is composed of several surrounding cameras. A similar compromise occurs
between HMD and curved screen. HMD gives more 3D sense and enhances immersion of the user. But curved screen projection may be more appropriate in some users with ASD, for whom the physical contact with an HMD may be distressing. As we consider Baxter and wheelchair mounted robotic arm options, again we see a compromise. For potentially dangerous environments, using Baxter from a distance enables a safer form of interaction with the cost of degradation of 3D sense. Using wheelchair mounted robotic arm on the other hand requires the individual to be physically there as a disadvantage but on the positive side provides physical interactions with better 3D sense.

3.2 Implementation
The system is currently under development and several modules are implemented for the usage of individuals with different needs. We describe two modules here, tangible and touchless, each tailored to the unique needs of different populations.

3.2.1 Tangible Module
A module emphasizing realistic tangible interaction is developed. To enhance realism, the virtual world is aligned with the physical world. A picture taken while the user is interacting with the implemented module is presented in Figure 2. The user wears an HMD in which she sees the environment. The view displayed to the user inside the HMD is presented in Figure 3. As it can be observed from the figures, the environment is kept very similar to the one the user sees in the physical world. 3D models that are virtual replicas of the real objects are used to ease the transition of the user from real to virtual world. Boxes that are equipped with markers are used so that the user can carry boxes naturally and see their identical virtual movements. An order filling and delivery placement task that assesses sorting and order following abilities of the user is designed for this module. The implemented module provides realistic interaction but does not cater to individuals with ASD since HMD is used for viewing and physical marker accessories are worn on body for motion tracking.

3.2.2 Touchless Module
Another module with touchless interaction is also developed considering needs of individuals with ASD. This module involves both a third person view that is fixed and a first person view that changes with the head orientation of the user. The third person view is presented in Figure 4 and first person view implementation is presented in Figure 5.

Both views have their own advantages and disadvantages. The first person approach provides a more realistic viewing experience with higher sense of depth since the angle of view changes with the head orientation. But since the curved projection screen is stationary and only partially surrounds the user, as the user turns to look to the right or left side, the view on the screen moves accordingly. The user, in this case, has to unnaturally look at the screen from the side. This causes motion sickness in some users [25]. The third person view, on the other hand, provides a stable viewpoint from a distance which eliminates motion sickness, but it limits the user’s sense of depth since the user views the virtual world from a fixed angle. We integrated some guiding mechanisms such as showing hand shadows and changing colors of the objects as the user holds them to overcome this limitation. But more work is still needed to address the challenges of third person views. Individuals with ASD might have difficulty in projecting themselves into imaginary situations [26] and hence may not be comfortable with third person view, so our current work focuses on improving the first person view.

4 Design Aspects of Virtual Reality for Vocational Rehabilitation System
Designing the system to be comfortable for all three populations requires special consideration of each one’s needs. This section presents design considerations such as feedback tools, gamification, design of virtual environments and tasks under relevant subsections.

4.1 Giving Feedback
To provide effective training, virtual visual and auditory aids are designed specifically considering special needs of individuals belonging to different disability groups. For example, showing requested tasks as pictographs of simple drawings and few words helps individuals with autism in understanding, while auditory feedback may be less effective due to limited language processing [22]. Pictographs that show simple drawings of tasks broken down in components with plain explanations of few words are prepared for autism group. Individuals with TBI are known to benefit from information cards that involve simple drawings and brief information that is not necessarily as limited in the number of words used as in autism cases. In addition, flow charts help them understand and assess possible choices [23]. Information cards and flow charts are prepared for individuals with TBI considering these guidelines. Since severe mobility impairment does not involve cognitive impairments [1], auditory information can also be used to give feedback and instructions to this group (in addition to existing visual and written information).
4.2 Gamification

Gamification is used to motivate and encourage the user, tailoring the system to users’ special needs related to their disabilities. Tasks are designed so that the user starts with the easiest one and presented with more advanced ones gradually. While increasing the complexity of the tasks, reinforcement is also used to make the user repeat the already gained knowledge using the saw tooth model which involves providing the user breathing space between difficult challenges by inserting simpler challenges in between [24]. A reward system that emphasizes achievements is also designed to encourage the user to engage with the training system.

4.3 Virtual Environments

The designed system involves different virtual environments, including a warehouse, hotel and grocery. In deciding these environments, areas that offer most employment opportunities for individuals with disabilities were taken into account. Another reason for selecting these environments is the wide range of possible job tasks that are associated with them. Warehouse and hotel room virtual environments can be seen in Figure 6. These virtual environments are designed to be as similar to real environments as possible to facilitate transition of the individual from virtual to real environments. Cartoonish modeling and size altering are avoided intentionally.

![Figure 4: The user interacts with virtual boxes coming through a conveyor belt while seeing third person view that is displayed on a curved screen.](image)

![Figure 5: The user sees virtual world from first person view.](image)

4.4 Tasks

For each environment, there are various tasks that are designed specifically considering the needs of the three disability groups. Tasks are broken down into components and presented to the individuals with explanatory pictographs. While the user is performing these tasks, interactive prompts and feedback are given via visual and auditory aids to assist and reinforce learning.

4.4.1 Warehouse Tasks

For warehouse tasks, inventory organization and order preparation for shipment are stated to be the most important ones [27]. Tasks that involve sorting, order fulfillment and shelf placing are emphasized for individuals with ASD. Tasks of carrying boxes to relevant shelves that require bending and stooping movements are highlighted for individuals with TBI. For individuals with severe mobility impairment, tasks that involve object manipulation and carrying with precision using assistive robots are designed.

4.4.2 Hotel Room Tasks

The hotel environment provides different task design opportunities. For individuals with ASD, tasks that emphasize checklist following, such as checking and supplying missing room amenities, are designed. Tasks that require physical motion, such as hotel room cleaning, changing linens and making beds, are designed for individuals with TBI. Tasks that require precision, such as collecting dirty laundry or trash bags in front of room doors are designed for individuals with severe mobility impairment.

4.4.3 Grocery Store Tasks

Grocery environments involve customer service tasks like cashier but it also involves many shelving tasks that can be considered to be similar to warehouse environment at first glance. The difference is that grocery store has many more possible distractors such as breaking and spilling beverage bottles and presence of customers which may create anxiety. Tasks that include sorting such as placing left over items on shelves are designed for individuals with ASD. For individuals with TBI, tasks that include restocking of shelves with new deliveries and cart collection are designed. Finally, for individuals with physical disabilities, cashier tasks are designed because they do not require locomotion and this population is expected to handle customer interaction intense tasks well, without anxiety and distraction since they do not have any cognitive disabilities.
5 Integrating Job Coaches into Virtual Reality for Vocational Rehabilitation System

Job coaches play a crucial role in vocational training of individuals with disabilities since they know about and can help in special needs related to disabilities. Considering this, we emphasize comfortable interaction of job coaches with our system. In this section, the control panel of the job coach and distractors are presented.

5.1 Coach’s Control Panel

To enable the job coach to manage the training simulation and watch it from various different cameras, a separate control panel is being implemented on a tablet computer. Features of this panel can be listed as: switching to different camera angles to better view and analyze the user’s actions; triggering distractors in real time to assess trainee behavior in unexpected circumstances; predefined scenario and environment selections; taking and saving notes for future revisiting; activity logs of each user/simulation; and reports involving current and previous scores of the users. Simulation sessions will be recorded digitally so that job coaches can replay and examine the user’s assessment and training progress. This helps in both examining movements of the user after the simulated task is completed, and explaining to the user what they have done right or wrong with the aid of a video that may ease their understanding. A preliminary implementation of the job coach’s control panel that involves distractions, activity log and timer can be seen in Figure 7.

5.2 Distractors

Individuals with cognitive disabilities may have some fears or distractions that degrade their job performance. The proposed system enables job coaches to apply various distractors in real time, which may trigger these fears. If these fears were to be discovered in a real job environment, the outcome could be negative. After they detect which distractors trigger fears, job coaches can help users to overcome them, or can direct them to a job that excludes these types of distractions, if they can’t be overcome. Example distractors are: fire alarm, lightning, various intercom announcements, movement of surrounding people/objects, various types of noise, presence of coworkers, flickering fluorescent lights, shiny objects and abrupt machine halting.

6 Evaluation

In this section, assessment of individuals using the system and expected outcomes are discussed.

6.1 Assessment

To assess job skills of trainees and acceptability of the developed virtual reality environment, several performance measures will be collected, such as accuracy of the performed task, number of prompts given, number of achievements, task completion time, improvement of user performance over time, response to distractors, work tolerance, number of job possibilities, number of job placements and sustainability of the job at which the individual is placed.

6.2 Outcomes

Major anticipated outcomes of this project include an effective virtual reality job training system that involves a range of different interaction methods to cater to the three targeted disability groups, and a workforce of 15 individuals (5 from each disability) who are trained with the developed system. We will study another 15 individuals with similar disabilities that go through traditional training approaches, and compare the progress and placement with those that use the developed simulator system. Other expected outcomes of the study can be listed as follows:

- Identifying distractors that affect trainee performance negatively;
- Identifying ways of using the virtual environment to help trainees overcome these distractions;
- Finding the most suitable job for the trainee based on the conducted assessments;
- Training the individual for the specified job under the detected distractions;
- Placing the individual at a real job considering training results and observations.

We believe that the proposed virtual reality training system will increase employment opportunities for individuals with disabilities since it provides an innovative alternative to conventional on site job training with several practical advantages.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, the design and development of an innovative virtual reality system providing virtual experiences that aid in vocational rehabilitation of individuals with severe disabilities is presented. The proposed system has great potential for wide usage after completion since it is practical, modifiable and cost effective. It may also be expanded to cover training of individuals with other disabilities. As future endeavors, we are exploring ways of tailoring virtual reality interaction most effectively to the needs of different disability groups and possibilities of using Baxter technology to assist individuals with physical disability.
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